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As a great preacher of the ancient culture of the Vedas, the great Indradyumna Marharaj
continued his festivals throughout Russia where he came across Professor Medvedev, the
chairman of the religious affairs committee. The irony of the professors name was not lost upon
Marharaj who knew it was formed from two words whose origin is the ancient language of
Sanskrit.
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'Ma' is a root from the language of Sanskrit whose meaning is 'limit' and 'measure' and this
becomes 'mad' and 'mada' which means to 'enjoy to the limit' to 'intoxicate' from this comes
'madhu' meaning 'honey' and this is the source of 'med' a word from the language of Russian
whose meaning is 'honey'.

  

  

'Veda' is a word from the language of Sanskrit whose meaning is 'knowledge' and this is the
source of 'ved' a word from Russian whose meaning is 'knowledge' and combined they
produced this 'Medved' the name of the Russian professor whose meaning is one who has
knowledge ( ved ) of the honey ( med ) and of course this is the Russian word for the 'bear' who
is expert at finding honey.

  

  

  

  

As Marharaj spoke with Professor Medvedev, the Russian confided "The problem amongst our
leaders may not be so much in having to accept your movement but in accepting that this Vedic
culture may have been the original culture of Russia. In Russia practically all scientists accept
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that Vedic culture once flourished here, the centre being in the Volga river region. The debate
amongst our scientists is whether the Aryans came from India or if they originated here. There
is much evidence that the Vedic culture existed here, most notably the Russian Veda”.

  

  

"The Russian Veda is famous amongst our people" the professor continued "it is as old as
Russia and stories are like those of the Vedas where the central figure of the Russian Veda is
Krsna, the upholder of spiritual truths and killer of many demons".

  

  

"His killing of a witch and a snake are exactly like the history of Krsna as a baby killing the
Putana and Aghasura demons as told within the Bhagavat Purana, but the Russian Veda is not
for children, its full of spiritual truths and it seems that this Vedic culture was once prevalent
throughout the world".

  

  

  

  

Russia has many towns and rivers whose names are 'Tara' a name which has a special place
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amongst Russian and Slavic folklore as before the 18th century parts of Russia were known as
'Tartary' a kingdom said to be named after the gods 'Tara' and 'Tarkh' and within the 1771
edition of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica it says the following.

  

  

“Tartary, a huge country in Northern Asia, bordering Siberia in the north and west is called the
great Tartary. These Tartars living south of Muscovy and Siberia are called “astrakhan”
“charkasy” and ”dagestani”. Those living in the northwest of the Caspian sea are called Kalmyk
tartars and occupying the territory between Siberia and the Caspian sea, Uzbek and Tartar
mongols, who inhabited the north of Persia and India and finally Tibetan, living in the northwest
of China ( 881 ).” 

  

  

'Tara' is a word which is from the language of Sanskrit whose meaning is 'crossing' as can be
seen within 'Avatara' as in one who crosses ( tara ) downwards ( ava ) and can also be seen
within Buddhism as 'Green Tara' a bodhisattva who helps people to 'cross over' during the time
of death.
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Within the Vedas we find that 'Tara' is a form of the Goddess Kali who resides within the Tara
Devi temple within Himachal Pradesh within the village of Tarapith and she is seen as the
goddess of the stars as in she who crosses ( tara ) over, as well as being the wife of Brihaspati,
the guru of the gods and the lover of Candra.

  

  

Within the country of Montenegro we find that the Slavic people named their most beautiful river
and canyon after 'Tara' which is seen as 'the pearl of Montenegro' and within Siberia the same
culture named one of their most prominent mountains after the goddess Tara.

  

  

Within the green lands of County Meath in the country of Ireland we find the famous hill of 'Tara'
the home of the Celts and the home of the Druids as well as being the high seat of the kings of
Ireland and so we have 'Tara' a goddess who seems to connect the Slavic culture of Russia, the
Celtic culture of Ireland and the Vedic culture of India.
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This ancient culture which was mentioned by Professor Medvedev seems to go beyond Russia
and one which was once prominent amongst the Slavic people who were the largest ethnic and
linguistic group throughout Europe having spread throughout Russia, Poland, Ukraine, Serbia,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Belarussia, Croatia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Bosnia, and Macedonia.

  

  

'Svetovid' seems to have been the supreme deity within the Slavic culture and a named which
possesses two Sanskrit words as in 'sveta' whose meaning is 'bright' 'white' 'light' and 'vid'
whose meaning is to 'know' which takes on a subtle change within Europe as it comes to mean
that which 'sees'.

  

  

'Svetovid' seems to be related to the 'Sun' hence he is 'sveta' whose meaning is 'white' 'bright'
'luminous' and which as a secondary meaning becomes 'saintly' and he is 'vid' whose meaning
is to 'see' as in 'the all seeing ( vid ) luminous ( sveta ) Sun' but whatever its meaning there is no
doubt his name is formed of words from the language of Sanskrit.
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    'Makosh' is known within this culture as the mother of destiny and the horn of plenty as sheprovides for those who are righteous and her name seems to be composed of 'ma' whosesource is 'matra' a word from Sanskrit meaning 'mother' and 'kosa' a word from Sanskritmeaning 'wealth' as in the mother ( ma ) of wealth ( kosh ).    Makosh has two daughters named 'Dolya' and 'Nedolya' whose meanings are knownrespectively as 'fate' and 'doom' as  Dolya is said to haunt you if you make the wrong choiceand this seems to be from 'dola' a word from Sanskrit meaning 'oscillating' and 'swinging' and'doloya' meaning 'doubtful' 'uncertain' and 'Nedolya' is simply the Sanskrit prefix  'na' meaning'none' as in no ( na ) fate ( dola ) and no ( na ) fortune ( dola ).    'Ognebog' is their god ( bog ) of fire ( ogne ) which is the Sanskrit fire ( agni ) god ( bhaga ) andwe have 'Dazbog' their gift ( daz ) of god ( bog ) which is the Sanskrit gift ( da ) of god ( bhaga )and we have 'Stribog' which is the god ( bog ) who spreads ( stri ) wealth which is the Sanskritgod ( bhaga ) who spreads ( str ) all examples of the relationship between the Slavic gods andSanskrit.    

    'Yndra' is their god of thunder and rain and a hero who battles to save heaven and this is quiteobviously the Vedic king of heaven and the god of thunder and rain known as 'Indra' and wehave the goddess of death 'Morana' whose name is from 'mara' a word from the language ofSanskrit whose meaning is 'death'.    'Maya' is a goddess which is described as a divine force of nature who bears the gifts of motherearth and this seems to be related to the Maya of the Vedas who is the universal mother andthe goddess of illusion who entraps the living entities within this illusory matrix.    'Devana' is the Slavic goddess of the forest and a name which is very much Sanskrit meaning'garden' and 'pleasure grounds' as in the forest ( vana ) of the gods ( deva ) and we have 'Jiva'the god of the soul and the god of life whose name is obviously related to 'jiva' a word fromSanskrit whose meaning is 'life' and 'soul'.    

    'Suastika' is one of the oldest and most powerful symbols known to man and according toarcheology it goes back in time at least 12,000 years and as a word from the ancient languageof Sanskrit its meaning is that of a blessing as in to wish one a good ( su ) existence ( asti ).    Within the Slavic culture we find a similar symbol in the 'kolovrat' which, like the suastika, is aspinning wheel and its name possesses 'vrat' a word from the language of Sanskrit whosemeaning is to 'turn' as seen in other words such as 'divert' meaning to 'turn away' and 'revert'meaning to 'turn back' and 'subvert' meaning to 'turn under'.    Kolovrat seems to represent 'cycles' just as the suastika represents the universal cycles or agesand both the suastika and the kolovrat are related to the Sun which determines the cycles of theday and the night as well as the ever turning seasons and we also find the kolovrat engravedupon gravestones representing the ever turning cycles of death and rebirth.    
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    Ukraine lies upon the borders of Russia and within its region of 'Mezine' archeologists dug up amanmade object of a bird fashioned from the ivory tusk of a wooly mammoth and carved upon itwas the image of a suastika, which, at a date of 12,000 to 15,000 years, makes it the oldestsuastika ever found.    The archeological site where it was found was near the river 'Desna' a word from the Slaviclanguage whose meaning is 'right' and 'right hand' a word which is cognate with 'dexterous' anda word whose origin is 'daksa' and 'daksina' words from the language of Sanskrit whosemeanings are 'right' 'dexterous' and 'south'.    Mezine also resides upon the fourth largest river within Europe known as the 'Dnieper' a nameformed from 'Danu' the ancient goddess of the Vedas and 'apara' a word from Sanskrit meaning'boundless' and over time the original name of 'Danu Apara' becomes 'danapra' 'dnipro' andfinally the river 'Dnieper'.    

    'Danu' is very much a part of the Slavic folklore as seen within the river 'Danube' and she is thesource of the name of the river 'Don' which flows throughout Russia and also the source of thename of the river 'Dniester' which flows throughout the lands of the Ukraine.    Throughout the lands of Russia and the Ukraine there are perhaps thousands of rivers but itsstill surprising when we find a river whose name is 'Surya' a name from the language of Sanskritwhich describes the god of the Sun and how a river within the lands of Russia was given thisname is a mystery as its quite a complicated combination of words.    As well as the 'Surya' we also find the rivers 'Siva' 'Moksha' 'Narada' 'Sura' 'Usa' 'Kala' 'Padma''Ravan' 'Varna' which are all names from the language of Sanskrit and there are many otherssuch as 'Kuma' 'Kama' 'Dvina' 'Vaja' 'Valgu' 'Pichora' 'Angara' 'Sukhana' 'Sindosa' 'Striga' 'Ira''Samara' and many more.    

    Russia and the Ukraine are riddled with words from the language of Sanskrit and especially theelemental words such as 'water' which is known within Sanskrit as 'uda' and which becomes theRussian 'voda' and the Ukranian 'voda' whose meaning is 'water'.    We also have 'vata' meaning 'wind' which becomes 'veter' we have 'giri' meaning 'mountain'which becomes 'gora' we have 'rina' and 'rinati' meaning 'river' which becomes 'rika' we have'mira' meaning 'sea' which becomes 'mora' we have 'sthana' meaning 'country' which becomes'strana' and we have 'dama' meaning 'home' which becomes 'doma' meaning 'home'.    We also have 'matr' meaning 'mother' which becomes 'mat' we have 'bhratr' meaning 'brother'which becomes 'brat' we have 'nabha' meaning 'sky' which becomes 'nebo' we have 'mrta'meaning 'death' which becomes 'smert' we have 'jiva' meaning 'life' which becomes 'zhivost' andwe have 'lubh' meaning 'love' which becomes 'lyubov' and numerous cognates are sharedbetween the Russian and the Ukranian and the Sanskrit language.    
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